Abstract Management and maintenance of IT infrastructure resources such as hardware, software and network is an integral part of software development and maintenance projects. Service management ensures that the tickets submitted by users, i.e. software developers, are serviced within the agreed resolution times. Failure to meet those times induces penalty on the service provider. To prevent a spurious penalty on the service provider, non-working hours such as waiting for user inputs are not included in the measured resolution time, that is, a service level clock pauses its timing. Nevertheless, the user interactions slow down the resolution process, that is, add to user experienced resolution time and degrade user experience. Therefore, this work is motivated by the need to analyze and reduce user input requests in tickets' life cycle.
Introduction
Infrastructure support is an integral part of software development and maintenance projects. It is usually handled by the Information Technology Infrastructure Support (ITIS) team (April et al. 2005; Caldeira and Brito e Abreu 2008) . The ITIS team is responsible for effective deployment, configuration, usage, management and maintenance of IT infrastructure resources such as hardware, software, and network (Bartolini et al. 2009 ). The ITIS team ensures stable conditions for the production systems, and enhances performance of the features and products created by developers (Hüttermann 2012) . ITIS service is supported by an information system that is, referred to as ITIS information system. It is a ticketing system to simplify logging of tickets by customers (here software developers), facilitate tracking, monitoring, and resolution of tickets by analysts. The software developers request IT infrastructure support for their business projects. Efficient servicing of requests is essential for the success of the business (Barash et al. 2007; Bartolini et al. 2009 ). Organizations usually have a well-defined workflow to streamline the servicing of IT support tickets (Bartolini et al. 2009 ). Typically, a user reports a ticket in the information system by selecting the ticket category such as hardware, software, and network. Every category has a corresponding ticket reporting template to capture information deemed necessary for servicing the ticket. The ITIS information system automatically asks the user to provide details in the template for the chosen category. The user often provides textual description for the requested service, and category-specific details. On the basis of the ticket category, service level resolution time gets associated with the ticket. Service level clock is used to measure the service resolution time for every ticket and can have two states: pause (stops measuring the time) and resume (continues measuring the time). On the basis of business criticality, the service level resolution time for every ticket category is agreed a priori between the service provider and the client (user) as part of service level agreement (Addy 2007; Barash et al. 2007 ). The ticket is assigned to an analyst, a person responsible for servicing the ticket within the associated service level resolution time. It is crucial to service within agreed service levels because nonfeasance leads to penalty on the service provider (Bartsch et al. 2008) . The analyst can ask for user inputs while resolving the ticket. When this happens the state of the ticket changes to Awaiting User Inputs (AUI) . To prevent spurious penalty on the service provider, the service level clock pauses while the ticket is in the AUI state. Nevertheless, the time spent while remaining in the AUI state adds to the user experienced resolution time. Indeed, passing back and forth of tickets for getting user input slows down the resolution process and degrades user experience (Addy 2007) . Therefore, users typically like to have their tickets serviced with the minimum interaction requirements (Addy 2007) .
Analysts might require user input for various reasons such as incomplete or unclear information provided by the user, input information requirements not being defined clearly and completely, resolution of some tickets requiring specific information which is not intuitive to user, and analysts not interpreting the user inputs correctly (Addy 2007) . These user input requirements can be avoided by ensuring that the information required for ticket resolution is provided by the user at the time of ticket submission itself.
Further given the paramount importance of honoring service level agreement, marking a ticket as Awaiting User Inputs is used as a sneaky way to achieve the service level target of resolution time (Addy 2007; van Dongen et al. 2013) . In general, analysts are guided to request user inputs only if they genuinely need information for ticket resolution. However, previous research suggests that there are cases of non-information seeking, tactical user input requests, performed merely for the sake of pausing the service level clock, and thus degrading the user experience (van Dongen et al. 2013) . Therefore, to reduce the overall number of user input requests, we need to handle tactical user input requests in addition to ensuring the availability of relevant information at the time of ticket submission. Figure 1 illustrates a real example of ticket's life cycle from the information system of a large global IT company. As shown, a user reports a ticket in category software and subcategory install with a short description: "Please install following software on my machine. This is a CORE software as per EARC". EARC is a software classification system internal to the organization. The user also provides category specific details such as hardware asset ID, platform, software name, and software version. Based on a priori agreed service levels, the resolution time of 9 hours gets associated with the ticket. Next, the ticket gets assigned to an analyst. The analyst starts working on the ticket and requests the user to "provide risk and ops team approval", changing the ticket status to Awaiting User Inputs. The user attaches the approval after 21 hours 34 min (as labeled on the edge in Fig. 1 ). This time is not counted towards service level resolution time but it is experienced by the user. Such real, information seeking user input requests could have been avoided if the user had been preempted at the time of ticket submission and required to provide the risk and ops team approval upfront. Some time after receiving the user's input, the analyst again changes the status to Awaiting User Inputs with the comment "Will check and update soon" (highlighted with the dotted outline). Inspecting this comment, we notice that no information is sought from the user; subsequently the ticket status changes to Resolved without any input from the user. The time for this transition, that is, 66 hours is also experienced by user but not included in the Fig. 1 A real example of ticket life cycle from a large global IT company, illustrating the problem of delay (here delay of 87 hours 34 min) in overall user experienced resolution time due to multiple user input requests by analyst measured resolution time. Such tactical, non-information seeking user input requests need to be detected and handled separately. Summarizing, the resolution time measured by the service level clock that is, 5 hours 52 min (10 min + 3 hours 32 min + 2 hours 10 min) is significantly lower than the user experienced resolution time of 93 hours 26 min (10 min + 3 hours 32 min + 21 hours 34 min + 2 hours 10 min + 66 hours). Consequently, for the presented example, the measured resolution time is within the agreed threshold of 9 hours, i.e. there is no service level violation. However, the user did not experience the agreed service quality because of two user input requests. Both real and tactical user input requests add to the user experienced resolution time and need to be minimized.
Real Motivating Example

Research Contributions
To analyze the IT support ticket resolution process and reduce overall user input requests, we make following research contributions:
1. To analyze the user input requests and their impact on user experienced resolution time, we discover runtime (reality) process from ticket data as opposed to measuring performance metrics, by novel applications of process mining (Daniel et al. 2012) . Process mining consists of analyzing event logs generated from business process execution by the information systems (Daniel et al. 2012; van der Werf et al. 2008) . The discovered process helps managers to decide if there is need for reducing real and tactical user input requests. Section 4 provides details on the process discovery and performance analysis. 2. To reduce real input requests in tickets' life cycle, an automated machine learning based preemptive model is designed. It preempts users at the time of ticket submission to provide additional information which the analyst is likely to ask, thus overcoming the limitations of ticket reporting templates. Section 5 presents the detailed model. 3. To reduce tactical input requests, a real time rule-based detection model decides whether the user input request by an analyst is tactical and identify its refined class to facilitate suitable actions against such requests. Section 6 focuses on the detection model. 4. To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed solution approach for reducing user input requests, we conduct a case-study on ITIS data of a large global IT company. We triangulate our study by conducting a survey with both users and analysts. Sections 7 and 8 provide details on the case study.
Background and Related Work
In this section, we discuss the background of our work including the work related to ITIS process improvement and selection of technology used to address the problem.
ITIS Process Improvement
We start by discussing the work on ITIS process improvement. To be able to improve, it is important to measure the performance of the ITIS process. Standards for service organizations such as COBIT, ISO 20000, and IT infrastructure library, help to establish a set of practices and processes for effective and efficient service management (Oliveira and Filho 2009; Palshikar et al. 2012; Treeratanaporn 2015) . They define objectives for IT infrastructure support and link them to high-level metrics such as the average ticket resolution time, and the number of ticket reopens. However, these high-level metrics are not sufficient to capture the finer grain level details required for investigating the root cause for poor performance and deciding on corrective actions. Approaches based on mining ticket data for ITIS process improvement are more closely related to our work. Barash et al. focused on providing useful metrics to assess and improve performance of IT support ticket management process (Barash et al. 2007 ). Bartolini et al. presented HANNIBAL, a business impact-driven decision support tool enabling business managers to make well informed decisions about the critical incident (ticket) management processes (Bartolini et al. 2009 ). Li et al. demonstrated several statistical techniques for analyzing IT support ticket data to identify anomalies (Li et al. 2014 ). Bartsch et al. presented a Petri-net based approach in order to simulate service processes in terms of availability levels, thus assisting service providers and their customers when negotiating Service Level Agreement (SLA) during design time (Bartsch et al. 2008 ). Ferreira et al. applied process mining to extract the existing process and assess whether a business process follows ITIL guidelines by conducting a real world case study (Ferreira and Da Silva 2008) . Palshikar et al. proposed a domain driven-data mining approach to solve specific business problems such as overall workload reduction, improved ticket processing and better SLA compliance for ITIS services and validated on more than 25 large real-life ITIS datasets (Palshikar et al. 2010) . Also, a domain data mining approach is proposed to streamline the ITIS services in terms of levels (L1 or L2) at which tickets are handled for reducing service cost and improving service levels (Palshikar et al. 2012) . Weerdt et al. proposed a combination of trace clustering and text mining to enhance process discovery techniques with the purpose of retrieving more useful insights for incident management process . While these works addressed the improvement of IT support ticket management process by leveraging data and process mining based techniques, they did not focus on analyzing and reducing user input requests. Their emphasized on achieving better service level compliance and meeting business objectives of IT support organization, by identifying inefficiencies.
The BPI challenge 2013 investigated event logs from an incident and problem management system, provided by Volvo IT Belgium, by applying process mining (van Dongen et al. 2013) . One of the challenge's aim was to investigate "wait user abuse" that is, user input requests during resolution of tickets. The challenge answered high level questions such as frequency of user input requests, behavior per support team and per organization, and average delay in ticket resolution time due to user input requests (Paszkiewicz and Picard 2013; Van den Spiegel et al. 2013) . The challenge also leveraged process mining techniques for analyzing wait user abuse. However, they did not distinguish between real and tactical user input requests and did not provide any solution to reduce overall user input requests in the IT support ticket resolution process.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on investigating the extent of user input requests and distinguishing them as real and tactical, and analyzing the impact of user input requests on user experienced ticket resolution time, using process mining techniques. Further, the work proposes a preemptive and detection model to reduce real and identify tactical user input requests respectively. The approach is validated through a case study in a large global IT company.
Process Mining of Software Repositories
We advocate process mining for analyzing user input request patterns in the IT support ticket resolution process because process mining has been advocated as a means of analyzing process reality in previous studies (van der Aalst 2011). Process mining takes an event log as input and is used for various purposes such as process discovery, conformance verification, case prediction, history based recommendations and organizational analysis (van der Aalst 2011). It has already been applied to analyze business processes from multiple domains (van der Aalst 2011; van der Aalst et al. 2007 ). Process mining of software repositories has diverse applications and has attracted the attention of several researchers due to the availability of vast data generated and archived in e.g. issue tracking systems, version control systems, and mail archives. Process mining of software repositories can provide Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) assessors with relevant information and can support existing software process assessment and improvement approaches (Samalikova et al. 2014) . Some of the business applications of process mining of software repositories are: uncovering runtime process models Kindler et al. 2006) , discovering process inefficiencies and inconsistencies (Akman and Demirors 2009; , observing project key indicators and computing correlation between product and process metrics (Sunindyo et al. 2012) , extracting general visual process patterns for effort estimation and analyzing problem resolution activities (Knab et al. 2010) , integrating multiple IS for process mining from control flow and organizational perspective , assessing development process components of student projects (Poncin et al. 2011a) and combining multiple repositories for assigning role to developers (Poncin et al. 2011b ). Process mining is applied on software repositories for different purposes. The main difference is that the techniques are tailored for the software development and bug (issue) resolution process and this work focuses on IT support ticket resolution process with huge alternative process variant possibilities and associated service level agreement constraints. The process structure highlights the need to analyvze the ITIS process leveraging meta data, i.e., service level clock state to identify inefficiencies, and to suggest corrective actions for improvement.
Application of Recommendation Systems in Software Engineering
Recommendation systems in software engineering focus on providing information which can be valuable for a task and improve the productivity (Robillard et al. 2014 ). Robillard et al. presented diverse applications of recommendation systems in software engineering (Robillard et al. 2014) . Some of the applications include recommendation system for: requirements engineering tasks such as finding experts for development tasks (Moraes et al. 2010 ) and supporting build process , source code based tasks such as the correct usage of APIs (Zhang et al. 2012 ) and code refactoring (Bavota et al. 2014) , and bug related tasks such as duplicate bug detection (Sun et al. 2010; Sureka and Jalote 2010) and bug triaging (Guo et al. 2010) . However, the application of recommendation systems for reducing user input requests (both real and tactical) in IT support ticket resolution process is not yet explored which is the focus of the presented work.
Here, preemptive and detection models can be interpreted as recommendation systems because the predicted values are used to provide actionable insights (Robillard et al. 2014 ). The preemptive model predicts the information that can be needed for resolving the ticket and hence, the user is recommended to provide the same information at the time of ticket submission. Similarly, the detection model classifies if a user input request by an analyst is tactical or not, thus recommending managers to take actions for preventing tactical user input requests. Effectively, both preemptive and detection models are used to provide information in a proactive way to improve the ticket resolution process. Proactive (preventive) management of a process often improves efficiency by eliminating rework and the cost associated with the delays (Addy 2007).
Information Needs in Software Engineering
Information needs of software engineers, i.e., information that engineers are looking for when performing software engineering tasks, have been extensively studied in the literature. In particular, the studies have focussed on the information needs arising when software is being designed (Herbsleb and Kuwana 1993) , comprehended (Roehm et al. 2012) , changed (Sillito et al. 2006 (Sillito et al. , 2008 and released (Phillips et al. 2012) , when bugs are being fixed (Breu et al. 2010; Bettenburg et al. 2008; Garousi et al. 2016; Ko et al. 2006) , and when the development team's activities need to be coordinated (Begel et al. 2015; Yusop et al. 2016; Ko et al. 2006) . Similarly to this line of research we consider information needs arising during software engineering activities, in particular those pertaining to the IT support tickets. The nature of the IT support tickets makes them similar to the bug reports in the issue tracking system. Hence, in the discussion below we focus on positioning our work with respect to the studies that investigate the information needs for issue tracking systems. Bettenburg et al. (2008) conducted a survey on developers and users from Apache, Eclipse, and Mozilla to identify the information that makes good bug reports. Further, they designed a tool Cuezilla that provides feedback to the user at the time of ticket reporting for enhancing bug quality. Yusop et al. (2016) conducted a survey focused on reporting usability defects and the analysis of 147 responses reveals a substantial gap between what developers provide and what software developers need when fixing usability defects. These studies captured the information deemed important in the opinion of the users and developers. As opposed to this line of work we do not rely only on the intuition and domain knowledge of users and developers but perform data driven analysis. Therefore, we focus on what information developers need as opposed to what information developers believe they need. Ko et al. (2006) looked at thousands of bug report titles for several open source projects and identified fields that could be incorporated into new bug report forms. It analyzed only the titles of the bug reports, not the comments to determine the information asked during bug resolution. Breu et al. (2010) identified eight categories of information needs by analyzing the interaction between developers and users on a sample of 600 bug reports from the Mozilla and Eclipse project. They found a significant proportion of these interactions were related to missing or inaccurate information. They observed some rhetorical questions (no information asked) however, did not consider them for detailed analysis. While the interaction between developers and users is analyzed, it is for a small sample of bug reports. We focus on IT support tickets and analyze the analysts' comments for a large number of tickets.
Proposed Approach
To achieve the objective of analyzing and reducing user input requests in the ticket life cycle, we present an approach consisting of three elements as shown in Fig. 2 . First, a manager analyses the user input requests in the ticket resolution process by applying process mining techniques on ticket data. This step helps the manager to make an informed decision regarding the need for reducing real or tactical or both user input requests. Accordingly, the preemptive model and the detection model are activated to reduce real user input requests and to identify tactical user input requests, respectively. To reduce real user input requests, the preemptive model preempts the user for required information at the time of ticket submission. To identify tactical user input requests, the detection model classifies the analysts' comment while marking a ticket as Awaiting User Inputs as tactical or not. Fig. 2 Proposed approach involving three elements: 1. process mining of ticket logs to investigate process inefficiencies specifically user input request pattern, 2. preemptive model to preempt users with additional information needs at the time of ticket submission, and 3. detection model to identify tactical user input requests For analysis of user input requests, the process model is discovered from ticket data using process mining (van der Aalst 2011). Discovered process model represents the reality that is, the observed process behaviors. Each activity corresponds to a state in the process model. The transitions involving Awaiting User Inputs (AUI) as one of the states are investigated for the discovered process. For instance, to distinguish user input requests as real and tactical, we analyze the outgoing edges from AUI. If users provide inputs to user input request, the user input request is likely to be real and if the ticket is resolved by analysts without receiving any inputs from the user for the user input request, it is more likely a tactical user input request. To capture the delay caused due to user input requests, the performance is analyzed for the discovered process in terms of user experienced resolution time. Based on the transition pattern analysis and delays incurred by user input requests, a manager decides if there is need to reduce user input requests and of which type, real or tactical or both. Accordingly, the proposed preemptive and detection model are used to reduce real and tactical user input requests respectively and thus, to reduce the user experienced resolution time.
Process mining of Ɵcket logs to analyze user input requests
As depicted in Fig. 2 , the preemptive model comes into play when a user submits a new ticket. The learnt model first determines if any user input request is likely to be made to service the ticket. If yes, the required information is demanded from the user. The preemptive model ensures that the information required for processing the ticket is asked upfront. The detection model is used when the analyst makes a user input request. It classifies the user input request as tactical or not by analyzing the analyst's comment when marking a ticket as Awaiting User Inputs. If the comment is detected to be tactical, it is logged in the ITIS information system and the manager can take appropriate actions, e.g., redefine service level resolution time or reassign the ticket. This is a generic approach which can be adopted to reduce overall user input requests for any ITIS system. We discuss each of these elements in detail in the following sections.
Process Mining of Ticket Data: for User Input Request Analysis
To capture the extent of user input requests, investigate user response behavior to estimate the extent of real and tactical user input requests and observe their impact on ticket resolution time, process mining is applied on ticket data. Process mining of ticket data consists of data extraction and preprocessing to generate event logs followed by process discovery and performance analysis.
Data Extraction and Preprocessing to Derive Event Log
Data is downloaded from the ticket information system and is transformed to make it suitable for process mining ). One of the major challenges in applying process mining on software repositories is to produce a log conforming to the input format of a process mining tool (Poncin et al. 2011b) . Therefore, prior to applying process mining, an event log should be generated based on the information from the ITIS information system. Event log consists of following attributes where each of them have their significance: -Case ID: It uniquely identifies the case. It helps to visualize the life cycle of each case in discovered process models. -Activity: Every event is related to some activity embarking the progress of case life cycle. In our study, the event log consists of events having four attributes: Ticket ID, activity, time stamp, and service level clock state. The fields are derived from extracted tickets' data (refer to Fig. 2) where Ticket ID uniquely identifies the ticket, and activity captures the progress of ticket life cycle e.g., logging of ticket, assignment of ticket to analysts, making a user input request and marking a ticket as resolved. Based on domain knowledge, the activities required for the given analysis and deemed to have an impact on overall process performance are captured as an event in the event log derived from ticket data. Unnecessary activities are not captured to avoid complexity that is, the derived process model may look like a spaghetti if there is a large number of activities (van der Aalst 2011). All events have an associated time stamp, that is, the time when the activity is executed. Service level clock state, that is, resume/pause is stored for each event to capture its association with every activity. Hence, impact of an event on the measured service level resolution time.
To generate the log, we perform several preprocessing steps:
-Mapping onto the event log: All the data for ticket resolution process is recorded in the ITIS information system. Mapping of data fields to event log attributes needs to be done carefully depending on the type of analysis to be performed. For example,we select Ticket ID as case ID to visualize the life cycle of a ticket that is, the transition between different activities in the discovered process. -Selecting optimal level of granularity for activities: Activities need to be recorded at the desired level of granularity so that detailed analysis can be performed. For example, on the basis of the reason for closing the ticket, we capture different activities: autoclosure of ticket if no action from the user in response to user input request, autoclosure if ticket is not explicitly closed by the user after resolution, and explicit closing of ticket by the user. -Resolving time stamp inconsistencies: Data is captured in different time zones for global organization and thus needs to be handled carefully. We convert time stamps to a consistent timezone on the basis of the geographical location (captured for the ticket) where the ticket is submitted and resolved.
Process Discovery
As shown in Fig. 2 , the preprocessed event log is imported to Disco (Günther and Disco 2012) for runtime process discovery. The discovered process captures the ordering of activities to find a good characterization of the most common possible runtime process paths. Disco miner is based on Fuzzy Miner, a process mining algorithm that can be applied to less structured processes which is mostly the case for real-life environments (Günther and van der Aalst 2007) . To measure the extent of user input requests and distinguish them as real and tactical, we investigate the transitions involving Awaiting User Inputs state.
To understand the transition distribution, the percentage of transitions from the source state S to the destination state D is measured as:
The Awaiting User Inputs state acts as D for incoming edges and S for outgoing edges. Incoming edges give us an intuition on the source state that is, the activities often followed by user input requests by analysts. Similarly, outgoing edges allow us to investigate user response behavior to user input requests by analysts and thus, possibility of requests being real and tactical.
Performance Analysis
We measure User Experienced Resolution Time (URT) and compare it with Service Level Resolution Time (SLRT) to capture the gap between them. To evaluate URT for ticket i, we use the total time elapsed between ticket assignment and final resolution of ticket, without excluding user input waiting time and non-business hours, as follows:
Preemptive Model: for Real User Input Requests
The preemptive model is an automated learning based system deployed at the time of submitting a new ticket (refer to Fig. 2 ). It preempts the user to provide the information required for servicing the ticket. There are ticket reporting templates corresponding to the ticket category and subcategory chosen by the user. For example, if a user selects the category as software and subcategory as install, the ITIS information system automatically asks the user to provide details as per the corresponding template. While ticket reporting templates try to capture the required details, they have limitations motivating the need for the preemptive model:
-Users do not provide all the details asked in the initial template because of limited understanding or time (Addy 2007) . A balance needs to be maintained between two contradictory demands: ask as much information as possible as to help the analyst to service the ticket in the best possible way, and as little information as possible as not to put too much burden on the user submitting the ticket. It is not possible to make all the fields mandatory because this would make it difficult for users to submit their requests. The preemptive model can help in such situations by preempting only if the missed information is indeed crucial for processing the ticket. For example, if a user submits a ticket in the software install category and writes description as "install latest version of MS office" but leaves the version field blank, the system should allow the user to submit this ticket without preemption because an analyst can service the ticket by installing the latest version. -If a user selects the wrong category for the ticket, the corresponding template will not capture the information required to resolve the ticket. The learnt model can preempt the required information because the ticket description provided by user is used as one of the features for preemption and the model does not rely on the chosen ticket category. -Users tend to provide incorrect or unclear information (Addy 2007) to pacify the system which the learnt model can preempt. For example, if a user mentions version as some random value such as xx or 2.3 for MS office then the learnt model still can preempt and indicate that the version has been asked for similar tickets. -Some tickets have specific information needs which are not captured in the corresponding template. For example, if a user requests for installing a software that has a requirement such as approval for purchasing software license in case of specific proprietary software. Such information needs are not always intuitive for users hence can be preempted by the learnt model.
Effectively, the preemptive model should facilitate dynamic information collection for faster processing of the reported ticket. Since it is a preventive measure, it helps to improve efficiency by eliminating later interaction delays and enhances user satisfaction (Addy 2007) .
As depicted in Fig. 3 , the major steps involved in designing the preemptive model are: preprocessing, feature extraction, training classification model and preemption for a new ticket at the time of submission. To preempt information needed for a given ticket, we learn the model to predict the following: -P1: To process a given ticket, will there be user input request? -P2: If there will be a user input request according to P1, what is the specific information that is likely to be asked by the analyst?
To train a supervised model for P1, the ticket is labeled as 1 if Awaiting User Inputs state is present in ticket life cycle otherwise 0. This information is derived from the event log extracted for each ticket.
Ground Truth
To train and evaluate the model for P2, we establish the ground truth for information needs. The Ground Truth (GT) label for a ticket w.r.t a specific information, x is defined as follows:
GroundT ruth, GT (x) = 1, if x information asked in ticket's life cycle. 0, if x information not asked in ticket's life cycle.
Firstly, information asked by the analysts (such as software name, software version, machine IP address, operating system, and manager approval) in the user input request comments are identified on the basis of managers' domain knowledge and manual inspection of the user input request comments. Manual inspection is performed by two authors (first and third) for disjoint set of comments (random sample of 1000 comments each) to identify the information needs. Information needs identified by both the authors are compared to create the consolidated list. Authors used different terms to represent the same information needs which were made consistent. Both the authors identified same information needs (that is, 23) with one exception that is, asking user the duration for which requested software will be used, identified by only one author as it is a rarely asked information. All the information needs mentioned by the managers turned out to be a subset of the consolidated list. The information needs solely identified by the authors are confirmed with the managers by presenting them the information needs along with the example analysts' comments where such an information is asked.
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Comment Annotation Using Keywords-based Approach Ground truth for every information need is established using a keyword-based approach (Pletea et al. 2014) . A list of keywords corresponding to each information need is prepared iteratively. Initial set of keywords is created using domain knowledge of the managers. For example, for information need software version, "software version, sw version, and software number" are some of the commonly used terms, thus, included in the keywords list. Porter stemming and case folding of comments and keywords is performed to improve the matching of keywords with the comments. If the comment contains the keywords, it is annotated with the corresponding information need. Thereafter, we (first and third author of paper) manually investigate the disjoint set of randomly selected unannotated comments (around 500 each) to identify the comments missed out using given set of keywords. Keywords are added to the initial set to capture the missed out comments. Also, disjoint set of annotated comments (50% of the total annotated by each author because it is typically a small set) is manually analyzed by the same two authors to eliminate wrongly annotated comments. Keywords are updated to distill the wrongly annotated comments. The comments are now annotated with the updated set of keywords. This process is repeated two to three times till very few/no updates are made in the set of keywords. Similarly, keywords are created for every information need. Keywords for an information can vary across the organization based on their specific terminologies.
Evaluate Keywords-based Annotation To evaluate the keywords based annotation, we decide to get a set of comments manually annotated and compare it with the keywords based annotation. We requested second year B.Tech in Computer Science students of the university for annotation. Each participant was promised a cash gift as token of gratitude. We received interest from nine students and shared the details with each of them. Three of them dropped out and the remaining six were given a short in person demonstration of the tool (screen shot made publicly available on github (Gupta 2017)) that we designed for convenient annotation. Each participant was given a set of 4000 different comments and 15 days time as agreed by students thus, make sure that they perform annotation without any pressure. Finally we received annotated files from five participants that is, 20000 annotated comments. First author randomly verified 50 annotated comments for each student for sanity check. For every information need, keywords based annotation is compared with annotation by students. We observed that annotation is consistent between the two for 90-95% comments for various information needs (we compare for five -software version, IP address, approval, operating system, and asking location/cubicle ID of the user). When manually inspected the inconsistently annotated comments, we found that in some cases keywords based annotation was incorrect and in some cases the student annotations were incorrect (attributed to human error) thus we ignored this inconsistency. This validates that the keywords based approach correctly annotates the comments.
To annotate the ticket, every user input request comment for a ticket is checked for its label and the ticket is labeled as 1 for the given information need if any of its comments are annotated with the same information otherwise it is labeled as 0.
Ticket Preprocessing
A ticket consists of a short description and fields capturing category-specific information about the ticket such as software name, version, platform, and attachment such as screen shot. Some of the ticket attributes can be free-form text data and hence require preprocessing as shown in Fig. 3 . Common textual preprocessing practices such as case folding, stemming, stop words and punctuation removal are performed (Robillard et al. 2014 ). We perform stemming using Porter stemmer (Porter 1980) . Removing classical stop words such as "a" and "the" is not sufficient because there are some stop words specific to the context. For context-specific stop word removal, we combine all the tickets into one text file and extract the term frequencies (tf) of the unique tokens from the text. We manually create a dictionary of stop words for given context which contains words such as "Dear", "Please", and "Regards".
Feature Extraction
As shown in Fig. 3 , a bag-of-words feature model is used to represent each unstructured feature extracted from the ticket. A bag-of-words representation is known to extract good patterns from unstructured text data (Zhang et al. 2010) . The bag-of-words model can be learnt over a vector of unigrams or bigrams or both extracted from text data. For instance, first we tokenize the description of ticket shown in Fig. 1 then stem the tokens that is, "following" is stemmed to "follow". After stemming, we remove the stop words: "on", "my", "this", "is", "a", "as", and "per". The resultant bag-of-words consists of unigrams: "please", "install", "follow", "software", "machine", "core", and "EARC". For most bagof-words representations, gram (unigram or bigram) features found in the training corpus have weights such as binary or term frequency or term frequency-inverse document frequency (Robillard et al. 2014; Scott and Matwin 1999) . We use bag-of-words feature with term frequency weights. Concatenation of bag-of-words features (both the unigrams and bigrams) with features corresponding to other fields such as platform name is used as the feature description for the entire ticket. Given the high-dimensional and sparse nature of the final representation, learning a classifier might be affected by the curse of dimensionality (Bishop 2006) . Therefore, we apply Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a feature vector dimension reduction technique with minimum information loss, such that 95% of the eigen energy is conserved (Jolliffe 2002) . For preemption, a feature vector extracted from the ticket submitted by a user is mapped to the reduced dimensional space learnt from the training data.
Training and Preemption
The preemptive system is learnt over features extracted using tickets' data at the time of submission. To address P1, a binary classifier is trained over a set of labeled tickets to classify if user input request will be made for a given ticket or not. If the classifier predicts class as 1, i.e. a user input request will be made, the next question (that is P2) is to identify the specific information likely to be asked such as version number of a software or approval for processing. To identify the need for each of the possible information, an independent binary classifier is constructed. As shown in Fig. 3 , when a new ticket is submitted the cumulative results of the learnt binary classifiers suggest the subset of information that could be further required to easily process the ticket. By dividing this complex task into simple binary classifiers, more flexibility is added to the preemptive model. If a new information need is identified in the future, a new binary classifier can be trained for the corresponding information without the need to retrain any of the existing classifiers. In our study, we have used a supervised learning model, Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Chang and Lin 2011) . SVM is a binary linear classifier that attempts to find the maximum margin hyperplane, such that the distance of data points from either of the classes is maximized. Furthermore, it performs classification very effectively using a technique called a kernel trick, by implicitly mapping input data into a higher dimensional feature space, where linear classification is possible. SVM is a popular choice and is often used in the literature (Anvik et al. 2006; Elish and Elish 2008; Joachims 1998; Maita et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2010; Xuan et al. 2012) . To compare the efficiency of SVM for the proposed preemptive system, we evaluate other commonly used classifiers such as naive Bayes (Anderson et al. 2015) , logistic regression (Harrell 2013) , and random decision forest (Ho 1998 ). Performance of a classifier strongly depends on the value of its input parameters, whose optimal choice heavily depends on the data being used (Tantithamthavorn et al. 2016) . We choose the parameters for the classifiers using grid search (Hsu et al. 2003) and heuristics (Breiman 2001 ).
Evaluation
A 50/50 train/test split protocol is followed to train and evaluate the classifier. In comparison with a more lenient protocol such as 80/20 split, the proposed split is less risk-prone in terms of generalizability (Crowther and Cox 2005) . To address the challenge of imbalanced class labels in train data, we perform random under-sampling of majority class as recommended by Japkowicz (2000). For creating the training set in a binary classification setting, 50% of data points are randomly taken from the minority class and an equal number of data points are randomly sampled from the majority class. Thus, it is ensured that the training data has an equal number of data points from both the classes. The remaining 50% data of the minority class and all the remaining points of the other class are included in the test split for evaluation (testing). To make a realistic estimation of the classifier performance and to avoid any training bias, we perform five times random sub-sampling cross validation (also called Monte Carlo cross-validation) where new training and test partitions are generated (at random) each time using the above protocol (Xu and Liang 2001) . The evaluation metrics are averaged over the five rounds and the standard deviation is computed.
Accuracy places more weight on the majority class than on the minority class, thus prone to bias in case of imbalanced datasets (Kotsiantis et al. 2006) . Therefore, additional metrics such as precision and recall are used. Classes with label 1 and label 0 correspond to positive and negative classes respectively. TP and TN denote the number of positive and negative examples that are classified correctly, while FN and FP denote the number of misclassified positive and negative examples respectively. We evaluate performance of the learnt classification model on the test set using the following evaluation metrics: While users and managers recognize tactical user input requests, following are the challenges in handling this practice thus, highlighting the need for automated detection system: -After users recognize tactical user input requests and give feedback, the user experience has already been degraded. With the automatic detection system, it is possible to identify such requests in a proactive way and prevent users from receiving such requests thus, enhance user experience. -Merely looking at the complaints will give biased impression because not every user will raise a complaint about such tactical user input requests. Raising complaints is an additional effort for the users which every user may not like to put. Moreover, many users (specifically new ones) are not familiar with the process and the fact that service level clock pauses when a ticket is in Awaiting User Inputs state thus, do not realize the need to complain about such experiences. -A manager needs to look at the comments manually to decide if input request seeks any information or not, i.e. it is tactical. This control is human intensive and not always possible given the high number of input requests made by a team of analysts every day. -Automatic detection allows to derive actionable insights thus, help managers make informed decisions. For example, if tactical requests are made by specific analysts then tackled at individual's level otherwise if practiced by majority of the analysts then take organization level decisions such as redefine service level resolution time limit or staff more analysts.
It is difficult to identify tactical user input requests because of the perpetual competition. For any technique to detect tactical user input requests, analysts will come up with ways to overcome them. The proposed detection model is an initial attempt to mitigate tactical user input requests. The detection model identifies tactical input requests in real time by analyzing analysts' comments when changing status to Awaiting User Inputs. For this, as shown in Fig. 2 we suggest to classify the user input requests using a keyword based rule classifier. Rules are a set of regular expressions derived to represent the keywords for tactical user input requests in a concise way. Rules are created for identifying user input requests where no direct information is asked. Domain knowledge of managers can be used to create an initial set of rules which can be updated iteratively by manually inspecting the tactical comments from the data corpus. Once the rule set is ready, any user input request by the analyst is checked against it for the classification. If the user input request is identified as tactical, it is logged in the ITIS information system and the manager is notified to take suitable actions. As opposed to the preemptive component, we do not use machine learning because of the differences in the context: as part of preemptive model, information need is preempted for resolving a ticket at the time of ticket submission whereas in case of detection model, a comment by analyst during the ticket lifecycle is classified (not preempted) as tactical or not. For P2, the ground truth is created for a ticket by analyzing the analyst comments such as if version is asked in some comment then ground truth for a ticket is labeled as 1 w.r.t class version. Therefore, the preemptive model takes ticket as input and preempts the information need using the learnt models. Unlike preemptive model, detection of tactical user input requests requires learning a classification model from labeled analyst comments. Since we manually create the ground truth label for tactical comments using keywords based approach (like done for P2), learning a classification model does not add value. Therefore, for given scenario, a set of rules to concisely represent the manually identified keywords for tactical user input requests is sufficient. Learning a classification model for tactical user input requests would have been an option if we had human annotated tactical user input requests available.
The detection model identifies whether an input request by the analyst belongs to one of the classes below. The classes are created on the basis of data analysis and discussion with the manager for a given case study. A separate set of rules is derived for each category.
-Temporize: The analyst indicates that the ticket will be handled soon and mentions things such as 'Work in progress', and 'Will check and update'. -Invalid: No valid character is present in the string. Comments such as empty strings or strings consisting of few special characters only. -Contact Me: The analyst asks the user to contact her over phone or chat or in-person instead of asking for specific information. -Will Transfer: The analyst informs the user that the ticket will be transferred to another analyst and marks the state as Awaiting User Inputs. The ticket is transferred to another analyst later instead of transferring directly. -Done So Check: The analyst asks the user to check if the resolution is satisfactory.
Ideally the analyst should mark the ticket as Resolved when done with resolution from their side and let the user reopen, if unsatisfied.
This classification helps managers to decide upon the appropriate course of action. For example, if the class is Invalid, the user input request can be blocked and if the class is Contact Me then it can be logged for clarification with the involved user and analyst to verify whether there was a need for contact. For evaluation, we request managers to randomly select comments from the classified ones and indicate if they have been wrongly labeled. This ensures high precision but it is difficult to comment on recall. We do not know how many tactical comments are missed because of the incomplete class list or incomplete dictionary for a class.
Now, that we explained the details of the approach, we present the case study to illustrate its effectiveness.
Case Study: IT Support System of a Large Global IT Company
We performed a case study in a large global IT company to find out what is happening in the organization's ticket resolution process by applying process mining on ticket data and thus, derive actionable insights. We triangulated our results by conducting survey with users and analysts, to better understand the process in-practice and validate the data driven findings and inferences. Triangulation is known to improve the credibility and validity of the results (Kang et al. 2013; Runeson and Höst 2009) . Further, we demonstrated the usefulness of the proposed preemptive and detection model in reducing real and identifying tactical user input requests respectively. We chose this company for the following reasons: 1. it is a CMM level 5 company with a well-defined process in place, 2. it is a large global IT company with IT support as one of the crucial activities, 3. a large number of IT support tickets are reported, i.e. in order of a million per quarter, by diverse users, and 4. the service level metrics are continuously monitored by service level management and the organization has very high service compliance. We download data of closed tickets for one quarter, archived in the organization's ticket system and store it in a relational database. We ignore open tickets because we want to analyze user input requests in the tickets' life cycle and the resolution time. Data includes the required information about a ticket starting from the time of ticket submission till it is closed. As summarized in Table 1 , there are 593,497 closed tickets labeled with 64 distinct categories such as software, desktop, and network. We select software category for the study because it is the most common category constituting 26% of total tickets and large enough The Awaiting User Inputs state is present in 57% of the tickets and 27.5% of them have multiple user input requests in their life cycle. With a total number of 125330 comments, we observe from the distribution curve depicted in Fig. 4 that the majority of the cases have one or two user input requests in the life cycle, and some cases have more than four user input requests. Similarly, in the Volvo IT organization ticket data investigated as part of the BPI challenge 2013 (van Dongen et al. 2013) , the "wait-user" (user input requests) activity was present in 33% cases (Paszkiewicz and Picard 2013) . For many products, the "wait-user" activity is present in 67-84% of the cases, much more than the average of 33% (Paszkiewicz and Picard 2013) . This supports the observation for our data that user input requests are frequent in the ticket life cycle.
Experimental Results
In this section, we present our experimental results for the proposed approach including process mining of ticket data, and performance of the preemptive model and the detection model.
Process Mining of Ticket Data
As discussed in Section 4, we transformed data for all closed software category tickets (593,497 tickets) to make it suitable for process mining and analyze user input requests.
To generate the event log, we identified the activities to be captured for the analysis. All the important activities defined as part of ticket's life cycle are captured explicitly in the information system. We included in the event log a subset of the activities which we believe captures progression of tickets, can affect the performance and is sufficient for the analysis. Also we validated the list of activities with the manager. The list of activities along with the significance of each activity is made publicly available (Gupta 2017) . Ticket ID and time stamp corresponding to an activity is extracted from the information system. The service level clock state (resume/pause) for an activity is inferred from the documentation which clearly states the activities for which the service level clock pauses. For example, the service level clock pauses when asking for user inputs, marking a ticket as resolved, and closing a ticket.
Transition Pattern Analysis
We imported the event log to Disco for process model generation and made the derived process model for the complete process publicly available (Gupta 2017 ). In Fig. 5 , we present only the transitions involving Awaiting User Inputs activity for analyzing its transition patterns. We evaluate Transition Percentage, S D (see (2)) for both incoming and outgoing edges, indicated as label in Fig. 5 . State of service level clock is indicated using play/pause icons and the median transition time is labeled on the edges to visualize time perspective. From Fig. 5 , we observe that analysts seek inputs when assigned a new ticket (ACK) or when a ticket is transferred (TR) to them from other analysts for 26.00% and 34.35% of the instances respectively. It indicates that as they start working on the ticket, they identify a need for additional information hence start by asking for inputs. Interestingly, Awaiting User Inputs is a successor state for User Input AwaiƟng User Inputs (125330) ACK (152820) TR ( Fig. 5 ). Non-RE (user marks a ticket as not resolved after analyst says its resolved) is followed by user input request in 35.58% of the instances but constitutes merely 0.7% (2729 × 0.3538/125330) of total user input requests.
Incoming Edges to Awaiting User Inputs
Outgoing Edges from Awaiting User Inputs
We explore outgoing edges and classify destination states broadly into the following two classes:
-User update: We observe that users provide inputs, User Input Received (comment from user) or AttachtDoc (document attached by user), for around 42.00% of the user input requests. We conjecture that user input requests with these destination states are mostly information seeking (real) thus, updated by user. For around 15.42% of the instances, the user does not provide information and explicitly closes a ticket instead, i.e., the destination state is Closed. -No update: As shown in Fig. 5, 23 .93% of the total Awaiting User Inputs state transit to RE (resolved) without any update from user. We conjecture that such user input requests are more likely to be the tactical ones as the analysts managed to resolve the ticket without receiving user inputs. For 8.00% of the cases, a ticket is auto-closed, i.e. destination state is AUI-Autoclosure because no user action is performed in response to the user input request within the defined time limit of 14 days (as enforced in the given information system).
The above conjecture w.r.t. destination state for Awaiting User Inputs will be revisited in Section 9. The software category has tickets with three service resolution time thresholds as per the organization's service level agreement: 9 hours, 18 hours and 36 hours. We group tickets into three categories on the basis of same service level resolution time. As shown in Table 2 , a high percentage of cases have user experienced resolution time more than the agreed service level resolution time. However, the service level violation is recorded for very few cases 1 because the waiting time is not counted towards the measured resolution time. The median resolution time experienced by user is 21 hours, 26.34 hours, and 77.84 hours for cases with service level resolution time of 9 hours, 18 hours and 36 hours (refer to Table 2) respectively. Similarly, as analyzed in Volvo IT organization ticket data for the BPI challenge, on an average 34% of the user experienced resolution time was due to user input requests (Van den Spiegel et al. 2013) . This highlights that the user experienced resolution time is much higher than the measured resolution time due to user input requests, thus a bottleneck in the ticket resolution life cycle.
We observe from Fig. 5 that the median transition time for Awaiting User Inputs to RE, potentially tactical is much higher (23.2 hours) than the median transition time for Awaiting User Inputs to User Input Received (6.1 hours) and Attachtdoc (5.2 hours), potentially real. Therefore, while both real and tactical user input requests add to the user experienced resolution time, tactical user input requests cause relatively more delay.
To summarize, from process mining analysis, we observe that 57% of the tickets have user input requests in the life cycle. Users provide input to around 42% of the total user input requests which we consider as potentially real requests. For around 23% of the cases, the ticket is resolved without any user inputs, thus corresponding to potentially tactical requests. User input requests cause a significant gap between the measured resolution time and the user experienced resolution time. The findings clearly highlight the need to reduce real and tactical user input requests.
Next, we triangulate our results by conducting survey with users and analysts of the organization.
Survey of Users and Analysts
We designed two short surveys (Tables 3 and 4) to understand users' and analysts' experience with the IT support process and in particular user input requests. The choice of options for Q3 and Q4 in Tables 3 and 4 respectively was made after discussions with the manager and validated with randomly selected participants for each of the respondents' groups till all the pilot study respondents were satisfied. Still to make sure that survey respondents can provide applicable reasons if not included in the given list, we provided other as a free form option. We could not include the option of unnecessary user input requests in the analysts' survey for company policy reasons. The survey was administered after analyzing the findings from the process mining of ticket data to triangulate the results. We sent an email with survey to 40 randomly selected analysts and 125 users (from diverse project teams) from the organization. We received a total of 28 (around 70%) responses from analysts and 95 (around 76%) responses from users. Relatively high response rate can be attributed to the fact that these are very short objective survey and many reminders were sent. Survey and anonymized responses are made publicly available (Gupta 2017) . Table 3 presents the results of the users' survey consisting of five mandatory questions. This survey is about the users' experience with IT support services provided to them in the last six months. All the survey participants submitted ticket in the last six months out of which 57% users submitted more than 5 tickets (refer to Q1 in Table 3 ). User responses to Q2 show that most of the users are asked to provide inputs (sometimes to always). Responses to Q4 and Q5 confirms that users decide to leave tickets unresolved or let them auto close when asked to provide multiple inputs. We contacted the users who replied Yes to Q4 or Q5 over email and asked to provide the reasons for their choice. Based on the responses, we identify the following reasons behind the decision:
Analysis of Users' Survey
-users give up if it is not crucial to get the ticket resolved and they find it difficult to provide the information asked. -users submit a new ticket which gets assigned to a different analyst and resolved with fewer or no user input requests. This is more common in the cases where they feel that unnecessary user input requests are being made by the analyst. -users find alternative means of solving the problem that is, discuss with colleagues or search online.
Results of Q3 from the survey reveal that majority of the users believe that the most frequent reasons to ask for inputs are missing approvals and need for specific information to resolve complex issues. Users also expressed that the inputs were asked because they provided incomplete or unclear information at the time of ticket submission. Around 86% users (only 13 select Not Applicable out of 95) agree that asking for unnecessary inputs is one of the reasons though not the most frequent one. We received eight other answers. Following is the list of consolidated reasons mentioned in other option:
1. When a ticket needs to be transferred to another analyst, the service level clock is paused by marking ticket as Awaiting User Inputs till it is transferred to the other analyst. 2. In order to avoid a service level breach, tickets are closed without proper resolution and then reopened. For reopened ticket, analysts again ask all the previously provided information. 3. A ticket is marked as Awaiting User Inputs when analysts make request for license purchase to the concerned authorities. 4. The analyst asks to provide information such as software version, physical address of system and download URLs to process ticket.
The above additional reasons mentioned by the users are specific cases of requesting user input. The answers (points 1 and 2 above) highlight the different ways for pausing service level clock without asking any information from the user. We deem those user input requests as tactical. In other cases, the user quote the information they were asked to provide for the ticket resolution.
Analysis of Analysts' Survey
Analysts were asked four mandatory questions on the basis of their experience with IT support ticket resolution in the last six months as shown in Table 4 . The majority of the survey participants (75%) have more than a year of work experience with IT service team of the organization. Responses to Q2 and Q3 reveal that while analysts often ask for user inputs, asking inputs multiple times for the same ticket is perceived as relatively infrequent. Comparison between ranking of Q3 from Table 3 and Q4  from Table 4 brings out interesting findings. While user ranked incompleteness of the initial report as a comparatively less frequent reason, analysts consider it as the most frequent reason. It highlights the difference between the expectations of analyst and of the user (Bettenburg et al. 2008) . Reasons 3 and 4 in Q4 (refer to Fig. 5 . We received five other answers for Q4 and the consolidated reasons are as follows:
1. Users submit a ticket in a wrong category, thus the analyst needs to change the category after analyzing the ticket and ask the user for the required information accordingly. Rank given reasons from 1 to 5 where 1-most frequent and 5-least frequent.
NA if Not Applicable. 
Reasons
Users miss required attachment such as approval and license.
The answers highlight the points missed by users thus, analysts had to ask for user inputs. The survey supports the findings from the ticket log analysis that analysts frequently mark ticket as Awaiting User Inputs (Q2 of Tables 3 and 4) for two reasons: seek inputs from users to process tickets (Q3 of Table 3 and Q4 of Table 4) , and for the sake of pausing service level clock (Q3 of Table 3 ). The frequent user input requests degrade user experience (from Q4 or Q5 of Table 3 ) despite of very high service level compliance. This reinforces the need to address the problem by ensuring that maximum information required for resolution is asked upfront and misuse of user input requests is discouraged. To achieve this, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed preemption and detection model.
Preemption Model
To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed preemption, we conducted experiments on a total of 96,756 closed tickets belonging to the most frequent subcategory, that is, install, within the software category. We chose this because every category has different information requirements thus for the illustration purposes we believe one category is sufficient. The approach can be similarly applied to other categories because the overall characteristics are common across the categories (Addy 2007) . To learn the model for P1 (to process the ticket, will there be user input request), tickets are labeled on the basis of Awaiting User Inputs state in life cycle. As shown in Table 5 , 55,398 (57.25%) tickets belong to class 1, that is, have at least one user input request in the life cycle. The bias due to tickets with only tactical user input requests in the life cycle will affect the outcome of P 1 because the model is learnt to predict class for a ticket as 1 (that is, some information will be asked) even if it had just tactical user input requests. However, outcome of P 2 will take care of this limitation: if P 1 predicts class as 1, binary classifiers for every information need will be executed and all of them will give the output as 0 because none of those information were asked for the given ticket. Therefore, user will not be preempted to provide any information. Moreover, there are only 3117 tickets (that is, around 6% of total tickets in class 1 for P 1) which just had tactical user input requests and still were assigned ground truth label as 1 thus, ignored to eliminate such cases. Effectively, the preemptive model remains independent of detection model and accurately preempts user for the additional information needs.
We observe from comments that different information is asked by analysts such as manager approval, operating system, location or cubicle ID, machine ID, IP address, project code, purpose of download, problem screen shot, download URL, software name and software version. Information requested by the analysts can, therefore, be categorized into three categories: information such as the IP address or the machine ID that can be derived automatically; information such as software name or software version that is explicitly asked in the ticket template; information such as the manager approval that is not explicitly asked in the ticket template but might be requested by the analyst under specific circumstances.
Ground truth is labeled for the information needs using a keyword-based approach (as discussed in Section 5.1). Table 6 presents the example information needs for each category along with the example keywords. Amanat (a Urdu word meaning fidelity) ID is one of the keyword for Machine ID because it is a term used in the company to refer to a machine. To represent each category we address P2 (what specific information is likely to be asked) for the IP address, software version, and manager approval, corresponding to 3.5%, 1.5% and 4.8% of the 77,333 user input requests derived from 55,398 tickets. All the keywords for IP address, software version and manager approval are made publicly available (Gupta 2017) , however, labeled data could not be shared because of company policy concerns. We notice from ground truth in Table 5 that a relatively small percentage of tickets belong to class 1, i.e. the data is imbalanced, likely to overfit to the majority class (He and Garcia 2009). Category 1 -information that can be derived automatically, Category 2 -information that is explicitly asked in the ticket template, and Category 3 -information that is not explicitly asked in the ticket template but might be requested by the analysts
The following information is extracted from a user submitted ticket: description, software name, software version, platform, doc-attached and time of reporting. Doc-attached is a binary field indicating the presence or absence of an attachment. Platform is a categorical attribute with seven unique values such as Windows, Linux and Unix. Time of reporting is mapped to three ranges in a day, that is, morning (before noon), afternoon (from noon to 4 PM), and evening (after 4 PM). Overall we have 21 possible values for time corresponding to the seven days of the week. Description, software name and software version are free-form text fields. The data from all the three fields for a given ticket are concatenated and preprocessed using case folding, stemming (using the Porter stemmer 1980) and stop words removal. We make the manually created stop words dictionary, on the basis of term frequency, for given context publicly available (Gupta 2017 ). Also we remove all the punctuation marks except period because period is used in the IP address mentioned in the description.
As shown in Table 5 , the testing and training data is created as per the 50/50 train/test split protocol with random under-sampling of majority class (cf. Section 5). Preprocessed text field for tickets in training data is represented as a term frequency vector of both unigrams and bigrams. Many unigrams and bigrams have very low frequency adding to the feature sparsity thus, we eliminate them by setting the term frequency threshold as 150. We started with a low threshold and tried for random values such as 50, 100, 150 and 200, and observed that 150 works the best given the trade-off between the model computation time and the performance. The reduced feature set of unigrams and bigrams is concatenated with the other three features (platform, doc-attached and time of reporting) to represent a ticket. Thereafter, we reduced the dimension of the ticket feature vector by applying PCA. We Table 7 PCA is applied for reducing feature dimension and reduced feature vector is used for training. notice from Table 7 that the feature length is different for models corresponding to different information needs because the training data set is different.
Using the list of features and the labeled training data set, a SVM is trained with different kernels such as linear, polynomial and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel, using LIBSVM (Chang and Lin 2011) . We found experimentally that RBF kernel performed the best with c = 8 and g = 2 where c and g are the input parameters. A grid search is performed using a validation set and c = 8 and g = 2 are obtained as the best set of optimal parameters (Hsu et al. 2003) . The performance of the learnt classification model is shown in Table 8 on the test set using evaluation metrics discussed in Section 5.5. Further, the performance of the proposed SVM classifier is compared with some baseline and popular classifiers in the literature such as naive Bayes, logistic regression, and Random Decision Forest (RDF) (refer to Table 8 ). For logistic regression the threshold hyperparameter is manually fine-tuned to be 0.5. Breiman et al. discuss some experimental heuristics to tune the parameters of RDF (Breiman 2001) . Based on those intuitions, the parameters of RDF used Table 8 . ROC is presented in Fig. 6 for SVM and random decision forest classifier as they perform better for all the four models. The major observations drawn from the results are as follows:
1. The proposed SVM classifier provides the best overall classification accuracy in the range of 95-99% for all the information needs. SVM is kind of expected to perform best with optimal parameter values since it is regarded as one of the best classifier in the literature for text classification tasks (Gachechiladze et al. ; Anvik et al. 2006; Elish and Elish 2008; Joachims 1998; Maita et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2010; Xuan et al. 2012) . It can be observed that both precision and recall of the classifier are high suggesting that the classifier is not biased towards any particular class. It is possible because random undersampling of majority class is performed at the time of training to handle imbalanced class problem.
2. It can be observed that an ensemble learning based classifier such as Random Decision Forest (RDF) performs comparable to SVM. Thus, SVM is not a strict choice for choosing the classifier of the preemptive system. SVM performs a kernel trick to project the feature space into a suitable higher dimensional space where linear classification is possible, while RDF combines the classification results of multiple individual classifiers making the classification decision robust. The logistic function of the regression classifier tries to fit a linear boundary in the provided feature space, thus, can lead to an approximate classification. Hence, logistic regression performs poorly when compared with SVM and RDF. Since a sparse feature representation is obtained from the bag-ofwords model, models such as naive Bayes perform poorly in trying to fit a distribution for the data. 3. Figure 6 shows the ROC curve plotted between the false accept rate (in log scale) and true accept rates, comparing the performance of SVM and RDF classifiers across all information needs. The ROC curve shows the trade off between sensitivity (also called recall) and specificity, providing the number of true detects for a given number of fallouts. For all the information needs, it can be observed that SVM performs better than RDF by correctly detecting more than 95% of the test cases. 4. It is to be noted that the test data is an unseen data for the classifier. Thus, the performance of the classifier, as shown using the test data, is equivalent to the performance of the classifier as deployed in a real-time environment.
We have made the trained preemptive model and code publicly available (Gupta 2017) and they can be used by other researchers in their experiments.
Detection Model
Set of rules is derived iteratively for each of the five categories using the approach suggested in Section 6. For example, rule for category transfer is comment description should be like '*transfer to* or '*assign to*'. Example keywords in generating rules for each category are shown in Table 9 and the complete set of rules for reference are made publicly available (Gupta 2017) . The given data set, that is, 77,333 analyst comments corresponding to 96,756 closed tickets for subcategory install are classified using the designed rule based classifier. We perform stemming, case folding of comments to ensure that matching is case insensitive and remove special characters. The total number of data points classified to each of the categories is summarized in Table 9 . Around 42.52% of the total user input requests are classified to one of the five listed categories. Managers expressed that while it is very useful to know comments from Contact Me category, it needs to be tackled differently as compared to other tactical categories. This is because they believe that while no direct information is asked in such comments, the analyst asked user to contact them. Therefore, there is high possibility that the analyst asked for inputs in follow up communication with the user over phone or chat. Hence, whether it is truly tactical or not also depends on the reason for asking user to contact them which is not captured in the comment therefore, cannot be concluded as clear case of tactical. As a result, comments from other four categories constituting around 15.27% of the total user input requests are considered as tactical. The most frequent tactical category is temporize constituting 8.11% of the total of user input requests. Interestingly, 645 input requests consist of non-alphanumeric characters such as dash, periods, and NULL. Table 10 presents some of the comments from the IT support system which are classified in the presented classes using the proposed detection model. For evaluation, we requested two managers with experience (as manager in the same organization) of 3-5 years to independently and randomly pick around 100 comments each from the classified ones. They are requested to make sure that the sample contains comments from all the five categories shown in Table 10 . They manually inspected the sampled comments and indicated if the comment is wrongly classified to a category. In all cases the managers agreed that the comment classified to a category indeed belongs to the same. Both the managers mentioned that it is really useful to have categories within tactical because each category may need to be tackled differently. Though the completeness is not guaranteed with this evaluation, the detection model precisely classifies comments to categories of tactical requests which can be handled accordingly.
Destination State Analysis
We analyze the comments classified to one of the tactical categories and the ones not classified to any tactical class (referred to as real user input request) for the destination state. Table 11 presents transition of different user input request types to most frequent destination states. We test if there exists relationship between user input request type and destination state using chi-square test for independence because both are categorical variables and every The p-value (less than 0.01) and above observations validate our conjecture that destination state gives an indication about the type of user input requests. Therefore, manager can leverage the transition pattern (output of process mining) to decide if there is a need to reduce real or tactical or both type of user input requests.
Discussion
Based on organization size, culture and needs, the information from the proposed preemption and detection model can be leveraged in different ways.
Applications of Preemptive Model
Some of the applications of the proposed preemptive model are as follows:
-Recommendation System: The user is preempted with the potential information needs. However, it is up to the user to choose to provide the suggested information or not. If user provides the information on preemption, it can reduce delay due to later user input requests by analyst. -Mandatory System: The user is not allowed to submit the ticket without providing all the preempted information. This guarantees reduction in user input requests because it is not left on the user to choose if (s)he wants to act on the preempted information. However, such a strict system makes it difficult for a user to report an issue if some of the preempted information is not available in hand. Also for such a system it is crucial to achieve very high precision. -Feedback for Template Improvement: If the system preempts specific information needs more often, it is likely that the field to collect that information is either missing or not clear in the initial ticket template. Therefore, the team can use this information to upgrade the template for more efficient ticket reporting.
Applications of Detection Model
Detection of tactical user input requests can be utilized in the following ways:
-Notification System: The manager is notified if the system detects that an analyst is trying to make a tactical user input request. The manager can look at the comment and if it is confirmed to be tactical, suitable actions (such as reassign the ticket) are taken based on the organizational policies. However, it is difficult for a manager to manually inspect all such suspicious cases for large organizations. -Logging System: No immediate action is taken for the detected tactical user input requests, rather a log is maintained along with the analysts' information. It is analyzed by manager on a monthly or quarterly basis to understand if practice of making tactical user input requests is specific to some individuals or spans to a majority of analysts, and thus, to take appropriate actions. In the first case, analysts who make such requests more often are handled at individual level. In the other case, the information can be used by service level management to better estimate feasible service level resolution time and negotiate with clients accordingly. -Blocking System: If the system detects a tactical user input request, it is blocked and not sent to the user. It ensures that no such requests degrade user experience. However, if a request is wrongly detected as tactical, the analyst is forced to paraphrase the comment such that it clearly seeks information.
Reduction in ticket resolution time depends on the application of a preemptive and detection model thus, we cannot estimate effective reduction in resolution time. However, given the observation that user input requests cause user experienced resolution to be much higher than measured service resolution time, reduction in user input requests will definitely lead to significant reduction in resolution time.
In case of the preemptive model, we achieve very high accuracy using SVM and RDF but it is not overfitting because the test data is different from the training data. This performance is achieved after fine tuning the parameters to optimal values for given data otherwise for some parameter values, the performance was no better than naive Bayes and logistic regression.
It is possible that an analyst seeks information which is not really required to resolve a ticket. However, it looks like a real user input request because in the given solution only noninformation seeking user input requests are detected as tactical. Such cases go undetected with the given solution.
Threats to Validity
The threats for the presented work are as follows:
-Threats to external validity: External validity is concerned with the generalizability of the results to other settings (Shull et al. 2008; Wohlin et al. 2012) . Following are the threats to external validity for each element of the approach:
-Process mining of Ticket Data: We analyze the transition pattern for awaiting user inputs and conjecture that there are both real and tactical user input requests. Tactical user input requests are observed in Volvo IT organization ticket data (van Dongen et al. 2013 ) and the data for the large global IT company investigated as part of this case study. However, tactical user input requests can be very rare or not present in other IT support ticket data for other organizations with different characteristics (such as small sized, less work load, and lenient service level resolution time limit). -Survey of Users and Analysts: We surveyed participants, that is, users from diverse project types and analysts working on different category of tickets. Nevertheless, they are part of the same organization using similar processes and guidelines. Though having diverse participants from the same organization enables to explore experiences from several perspectives, organizational culture may create a bias. -Preemptive Model: We evaluated performance of the preemption model for install subcategory within software category on real data for a large global IT company. Proposed model needs to be trained separately for each subcategory because different subcategories have different information requirements. The performance of the preemption model may vary with different ticket dataset. More so because performance of a classier strongly depends on the value of its input parameters, whose optimal choice heavily depends on the data being used. Therefore, the proposed preemptive model may preempt information needs in different contexts less accurately leading to smaller reduction in later user input requests. -Detection Model: The detection model classifies user input requests to refined tactical classes. However, the list of classes is not exhaustive and can vary with the organization.
-Threats to conclusion validity: Conclusion validity refers to whether the conclusions reached in the study are correct (Shull et al. 2008; Wohlin et al. 2012 ). Threats to conclusion validity of the presented work are as follows:
-Preemptive Model: Evaluation of the preemptive model is done on the test data but not in production. Since test data is unseen, we believe that the performance is close to reality and the model efficiently reduces user input requests. However, it depends on the way the preemptive model is applied in practice. For instance, if applied as recommendation system then there will be a performance improvement only if users choose to provide the preempted information. -Detection Model: While the detection model has high precision, it is difficult to guarantee high recall because it is possible that some infrequent tactical request classes are missed out.
-Threats to construct validity: Construct validity refers to the degree to which the factors under consideration in the designed experiment simulate the real conditions of their use (Shull et al. 2008; Wohlin et al. 2012) . While IT information system is the recommended communication channel between analysts and users, there can be communication over chat and telephone. The data for the communication over those channels is not accessible for analysis because of confidentiality and privacy reasons.
We distinguish between analysts requesting information outside the ITIS and users proving the information outside the ITIS. The former is unlikely to happen as the SLA clock would not be affected. The latter would not affect the detection model, as the detection model analyzes the comments made when the analysts mark a ticket as Awaiting User Inputs. However, the validity of preemption model might have been affected as follows:
-Preemption Model: Preemption model inherently reflects the data it has been trained upon and since no information is available about the communication outside ticket tracking system, the preemptive model might not adequately reflect the information needs expressed in such communication.
Conclusions and Future Work
We analyzed ticket data to capture the process reality more specifically user input requests made during ticket resolution life cycle by applying process mining. Also we studied the impact of user input requests on overall user experienced resolution time. There is a need to ensure that the information required for ticket resolution is collected from the user upfront thus, reducing real user input requests. However, users do not have a clear idea on what information will be required for resolving a specific ticket. Therefore, an SVM classifier based preemptive model was learnt to preempt users with the need for additional information during the time of ticket submission. Also we noticed non-information seeking, tactical user input requests for the sake of service level compliance. The rule based detection model identifies such input requests, thus can be discouraged. Performance of the proposed preemptive model and detection model on the real world data for a large global IT company shows the effectiveness of our solution approach in reducing the number of user input requests in tickets' life cycle. In the existing approach, every information seeking user input request is considered as real irrespective of whether it is really required to resolve the ticket or not. In the future we plan to extend the detection model to also identify the cases where unnecessary information is asked, which is another way of making tactical requests. It requires further investigation of user input requests and understanding of information actually being used for resolving the ticket.
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